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 HD quality #3. Ultra quality #4. HQ Ultra Quality First Episode of Anime, Saiunkoku. While the setting of the story is in old
Edo japan, the "Saiunkoku" part of the title is a reference to the English word Saiyūki which means "nine worlds" in Japanese.
Saiunkoku (formerly known as Saiyōken) is a Japanese light novel series written by Ryūsui Kenmotsu and illustrated by Masaki
Sena. It was first published by Shueisha on June 5, 2009, with additional illustrations by Shōgo Takamura. A manga adaptation
by Masaki Sena was serialized in the Jump SQ.net web magazine from May 25 to November 26, 2009. The series is ongoing,

but the second volume was canceled in 2014 and it is unclear if the story will continue. A 12-episode anime adaptation by Silver
Link and directed by Hideaki Anno was aired in 2010. A second season, directed by Masakazu Ishizuka, aired in 2012. A third

season, directed by Satoshi Kon, was announced but never aired. A spin-off film, Saiyūki Resurrection, based on the movie, was
released in 2018. Story Keywords Main antagonist. A mysterious and deadly villain with an enigmatic personality, who invades
the world of the living. Nibiru Nebula. One of the nine celestial bodies of the dead. A gigantic world, which at its center, holds

an explosion, releasing a beam of light that keeps on destroying the world. In the nine worlds, the beam of light causes
destruction, leading to life as all living beings perish. A grand kingdom that disappeared after a calamity. The kingdom is

engulfed in a tale of sadness and despair. Saiyūki: Shadow Record. A traveler’s tale, as seen from the eyes of the protagonist.
Youko Saionji. The main character. A child who lives in an old village which is connected to the outside world by the
saiunkoku, an ancient sacred energy that connects the nine worlds. This ability is inherited from her ancestors. Seiya

Ushiromiya. Youko's childhood friend. He is a powerful kage and a vassal of the central kingdom. The central kingdom.
Youko’s ancestors lived and ruled this kingdom. This palace was destroyed by a beam of light released by Nib 82157476af
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